ABSTRACT Due to the limited spectrum resources, communication utilizing millimeter wave (mmWave) has become a research hotspot, deemed to be an important technology of 5G, in which plenty of antennas can be deployed. However, in mmWave large-scale MIMO systems, it is not feasible to directly use full digital precoding, bringing high energy consumption and high complexity. To overcome this difficulty, hybrid precoding is proposed. In this paper, we put forward a relative weighted-based hybrid precoding scheme on the basis of an energy-efficient precoding architecture only using switches and inverters called SI-based architecture, aimed at adaptively updating the probability distribution of elements in an analog beamformer in the hybrid precoder by minimizing cross entropy. Hence, our proposed scheme can achieve higher achievable sum rate than the conventional method without relative weighted. At last, we provide some simulation results to validate the superiority of our proposed precoding scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the fast development of wireless communication, because of the limited spectrum resources, the use of millimetre wave (mmWave) with huge spectrum band from 30 GHz to 300GHz has become a research hotspot. In mmWave communication system, the shorter wavelength of mmWave makes the antenna size smaller, so that large antennas arrays can be deployed in the limited physical space both users and base stations (BSs), which is named as massive multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO), to achieve higher spatial multiplexing gain or better multiple access ability [1] . Moreover, when communicating at mmwave frequencies, signal attenuation is very severe due to the characteristics of mmWaves, and large-scale MIMO can provide adequate array gain compensating for the path loss [2] . MmWave massive MIMO is regarded as a key technology in 5G [3] . The block diagram of mmWave large-scale MIMO system is shown in Fig. 1 . Considering traditional MIMO system, a fully digital precod- ing architecture is adopted, that is to say, every antenna needs a dedicated high power consumption radio frequency (RF) chain [4] consist of digital to analog converter, inverter, filter and power amplifier, shown as Fig. 2 , and if this architecture is directly used in mmWave massive MIMO communication system, it can lead to not only high energy consumption but also unacceptable hardware complexity with the of number Y. Lu et al.: Improved Hybrid Precoding Scheme for mmWave Large-Scale MIMO Systems transmit antennas increasing. Hence, in mmWave large-scale MIMO systems, in order to use fewer RF chains, hybrid precoding is proposed, which consist of a small-size digital baseband precoder and a large-size analog beamformer connected parallelly via fewer RF chains [4] . Digital baseband precoder is used to eliminate interference between users, and beamformer is aimed at improving the array gain to compensate for path loss. Thus, hybrid precoding scheme has the characteristics of low cost and low power consumption, obtaining high performance simultaneously.
Many hybrid precoding algorithms [5] - [27] have been developed in last years. Let us take for some examples. Paper [5] proposed a useful adaptive hybrid precoding algorithm for multiuser large-scale MIMO systems to obtain the same performance as conventional hybrid precoding with reduced complexity. Paper [6] proposed a hybrid precoding with low complexity using phased zero-forcing (PZF) in large scale multiuser MIMO systems. The main idea of the proposed scheme is considering phase-only control at the RF domain and then uses a low-dimensional basedband ZF precoding on the basis of the limited channel from a baseband perspective. Paper [7] proposed a low-complexity hybrid precoding algorithm for multiuser massive MIMO systems using a hybrid equal gain transmission/ZF approach. Paper [8] proposed a hybrid RF-baseband precoding algorithm for the cooperative multiuser massive MIMO systems in the condition of limited RF chains. The proposed algorithm can achieve better performance than existing hybrid precoding algorithms for non-cooperative transmissions. By virtual of matrix factorization methods, paper [9] proposed an interesting hybrid precoding which is solved by Broyden-FletcherGoldfarb-Shanno-based algorithm.
However, in most of the existing conventional hybrid precoding architecture, plenty of high-resolution analog phase shifters are required for analog beamformer [16] , leading to high power consumption. Paper [28] proposed a novel SIbased hybrid precoding structure, which only uses a small quantity of energy-efficient inverters and switches instead of high-energy consumption analog phase shifters. And based on this architecture, author proposed an adaptive cross entropy (ACE) hybrid precoding algorithm, which adaptively weights the randomly generated hybrid precoders to improve the CE algorithm.
In this paper, to further increase the achievable sum-rate and energy efficiency, the ACE algorithm in [28] is optimized based on the SI structure, using relative sum-rate instead of the absolute sum-rate to adaptively weight the randomly generated hybrid precoders to update probability distribution at the cost of slight computational complexity. Specifically, our work is summarized as below. First, a plurality of candidate hybrid precoders are randomly generated based on initial probability distribution of the elements in the hybrid precoder. Then these corresponding hybrid precoders are weighted based on their achievable relative sum-rate, after that probability distribution of the elements in the hybrid precoder is optimized via making the cross entropy (CE) minimum. This process is repeated many times and eventually a hybrid precoder is generated with a near-optimal probability distribution. The simulation results show that this scheme further improves the achievable sum-rate compared with ACE algorithm based on the SI architecture. Simultaneously, due to the adoption of the SI structure, the scheme we proposed also has the advantage of low energy consumption. Simulation results indicate that the energy efficiency is increased within a certain user range.
In this paper, the rest part is arranged as follows. Section II introduces the system model of mmWave MIMO system. Section III introduces the SI-based hybrid precoding structure. Section IV proposed the improved hybrid precoding algorithm and Section V conducts the simulation experiments to verify the proposed algorithm. Section VI concludes work in this paper.
Notation: We apply the following notation throughout this paper. A denotes a matrix, and a denotes a signal vector. For the matrix A, A T , A H , A −1 , tr(A), and ||A|| F denote the transpose, conjugate transpose, inversion, trace and Frobenius norm respectively. I N denotes an identity matrix with a size of N ×N , and CN(a, A) represents a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian vector with mean a and covariance matrix A. Besides, | · | is the absolute operator, E(·) is the expectation, and ⊗ represents the kronecker product.
II. SYSTEM MODEL A. SYSTEM MODEL
In this paper, a multi-user downlink mmWave large-scale MIMO system is taken into consideration, in which N transmit antennas and N RF RF chains are deployed in the base station (BS), serving K single-antennas users simultaneously. Generally, we have K ≤ N RF N [4] , and to achieve full multiplexing gains, we suppose K = N RF [29] .
The transmit signal vector of all K users, denoted by s = [s 1 , . . . ,s K ]
T with E ss H = I K , is addressed by an N RF × K digital baseband precoder F BB followed by an N × N RF analog beamformer F RF which is actualized by analog circuit. Therefore, the received signal vector y of K users with the size of K × 1 can be expressed as
H denotes the channel matrix with h k representing the N ×1 channel vector between the BS and kth user, n denotes an K ×1 additive white Gaussian noise vector. In addition, F BB and F RF satisfy the transmission Y. Lu et al.: Improved Hybrid Precoding Scheme for mmWave Large-Scale MIMO Systems power constraint as F RF F BB 2 F = P, in which P represents transmission power.
B. CHANNEL MODEL
We concentrate on the uniform planar array (UPA) with N 1 elements in horizon and N 2 elements in vertical constrained by N = N 1 ×N 2 . Between the BS and kth user, channel vector h k can be presented as [30] 
where
denote horizontal azimuth and elevation angle respectively, following the uniform distribution U (−π, π) [31] , related to the lth signal path. For the kth user, L k represents the number of signal path, α l k is the complex gain of the lth signal path, and a(θ, ) represents the antenna array response vectors which can be calculated by the equation
where d 1 denotes the horizontal antenna element spacing, d 2 represents vertical antenna element spacing and λ represents the carrier wavelength. Generally, we set
where λ denotes the carrier wavelength, and d denotes the antenna element spacing that usually be set to λ/2 [3] .
III. SI-BASED HYBRID PRECODING ARCHITECTURE
Most traditional hybrid precoding architectures require a complicated high resolution analog phase shifters network in the analog beamformer. In order to solve the problems of high energy consumption that still exist, PS-based structure and SW-based structure are proposed as solutions shown as Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 respectively.
PS-based architecture is to utilize the finite-resolution analog phase shifters to replace high-resolution ones in conventional hybrid precoding architecture directly [7] , [32] , so that this architecture can cut down the power consumption in the case of no apparent decline in performance, achieving near-optimal performance. But it still requires N ×N RF finiteresolution phase shifters which still have considerable power consumption. The total power consumption of PS-based structure can be expressed as P PS−based = P + N RF P RF + NN RF P PS + P BB (5) where F RF F BB 2 F = P and P RF , P PS , P BB represent the energy consumption of RF chain, finite-resolution phase shifter, and digital baseband precoder respectively. In this paper, we set P = 30mW [33] , P RF = 300mW [33] , P BB = 200mW [34] , and P PS = 40mW (4-bit phase shifter) [34] .
SW-based architecture is to replace analog phase shifter network with switch network [32] , which can markedly decrease the power consumption. However, because only N RF antennas work at the same time, SW-based architecture cannot realize the array gain completely, resulting in significant performance loss [28] . For SW-based architecture, the total power consumption can be presented as P SW −based = P + N RF P RF + N RF P SW + P BB (6) where P SW represents the energy consumption of switch and in this paper, and we set P SW = 5mW [34] . In order to reduce energy consumption, and meet high performance requirements simultaneously, Gao et al. [28] proposed a compromise SI-based precoding structure, indicated in the Fig.5 , where all RF chain are relevant to an antenna sub-array in which there are only M antennas (we assuming that M = N /N RF is an integer). Each antenna has a separate switch, so it can achieve higher array gain compared to SW-based architecture. In addition, it is proved in [28] that although the number of BS antennas are set to be infinite, the loss of array gains keeps constant and limited. The entire SI-based precoding architecture uses N low-energy consumption switches and N RF low-energy consumption inverters instead of N × N RF highenergy consumption analog phase shifters. So compared to PS-based architecture, the energy consumption is greatly reduced, which can be expressed by P SI −based = P + N RF P RF + N RF P IN + NP SW + P BB (7) where P IN is the power consumption of inverter, which is similar to the power consumption of switch [32] considered as P IN = P SW = 5mW [34] . In addition, the energy consumption for fully digital ZF precoding should be:
The SI-based architecture has two restricts. The one is that the analog beamformer F RF is a N ×N RF block diagonal matrix shown by
where F RF n denotes the analog precoding matrix of the nth sub antenna array with the size of M × 1. The other one is that every nonzero element in F RF should be in this set
due to only inverters and switches are used.
IV. OUR PROPOSED ALGORITHM WITH RELATIVE WEIGHTED
The proposed algorithm is to make the achievable sum-rate R maximum by optimizing the F RF and F BB simultaneously, using the energy-efficient SI-based hybrid precoding structure. This can be described as
in which F is the set of all the possible F RF which satisfying two constraints (9) and (10). For a given analog beamformer F RF and digital baseband precoder F BB , the formula of achievable sum-rate R is expressed as
where ϒ k denotes the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of the kth user and f BB k denotes the kth columns of digital baseband precoder F BB .
How to get F (14) and F i RF and F i BB corresponding to the largest R are optimal solutions of F RF and F BB . However, in massive MIMO system, the number of transmit antennas N is usually large, leading to large computation and complexity. Based on this, we propose an improved precoding scheme called ACE with relative weighted-based hybrid precoding scheme, which is a modified algorithm for the conventional ACE algorithm [5] . It is an algorithm based on the probability model to solve the problem of combination by iteration. The specific steps of the proposed algorithm are as follows.
Step 1, we use f j as the value of jth non-zero element, u j (1 ≤ j ≤ N ) as the probability of f j = +1, and 1 − u j as the probability of f j = −1, so the probability of N non-zero elements in (9) is expressed as
where [u (n−1)×M +1 , u (n−1)×M +2 , . . ., u n×M ] stands for the probability of M non-zero elements in F RF n (1 ≤ n ≤ N RF ).
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Since there is no priori information, the probability is initialized to
Step 2, according to the probability distribution u (m) , S candidates F i RF (1 ≤ i ≤ S) are randomly generated, and m represents the mth iteration.
Step 3, calculate corresponding
by (12).
Step 4, sort R(
Step 5, select the former S elite F i RF as elites
Step 6, calculate the weights of elite F i RF which is different from ACE algorithm.
Step 7, update u (m+1) with elites by minimizing CE, and it can be presented by
where (F i RF ;u (m) ) denotes the probability distributions of generated F i RF with probability u (m)
Step 8, find the first derivative of (m) , and make it zero to solve u (m) as updated u (m+1) 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this part, simulation results are offered for the comparison between our proposed ACE with relative weight-based hybrid precoding scheme and the traditional hybrid precoding schemes, to confirm the advantage of our proposal in the aspect of performance and energy efficiency. Based on the geometric channel model in (2), we generate mmWave channel. For the channel vector h k , between the BS and kth user, we have L k = 3 scatterers and α l k ∼ CN (0, 1) for 1 ≤ l ≤ L k . In this paper, BS are assumed to employ an UPA with spacing between antennas is expressed as d 1 = d 2 = λ/2. Besides, we can define the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as P/σ 2 . Fig. 6 indicates the comparison of achievable sum-rate in different schemes under a mmWave large-scale MIMO system where N = 128, K = N RF = 4. CE-based hybrid precoding scheme using conventional CE algorithm, ACE-based hybrid precoding using the ACE algorithm proposed in [28] , and ACE with relative weighted based hybrid precoding scheme are devised for SI structure and the parameters are set as follows: S = 200, S elite = 40, and I = 16, where I denotes the number of iterations, while the traditional two-stage hybrid precoding is devised for PS-based structure which is composed of 4-bit analog phase shifters [29] and the antenna selection (AS)-based hybrid precoding is used for switches (SW)-based architecture [32] . As we observe from Fig. 6 , our proposed improved algorithm with relative weighted is superior to ACE algorithm with stable improvement at different SNR, and a more detailed comparison between two algorithms will be elaborated below. Also, we notice that the proposed ACE with relative weight based scheme can really achieve much higher sum-rate than AS-based scheme, which means that higher array gains are obtained in mmWave large-scale MIMO system. Fig. 7 depicts the performance comparison of the achievable sum-rate between two precoding schemes using ACE algorithm and ACE with relative weight algorithm respectively based on the same architecture, with the number of candidates and iterations changing. The parameters are set as follows: SNR = 10 dB, N = 128, K = N RF = 4, and S elite /S = 0.2. First, we can see from the simulation results that the sum-rate performance of the ACE with relative weighted algorithm has a definite improvement compared with that of the ACE algorithm when they share the same number of iterations and the same number of candidates. Next, observe the ACE with relative weight algorithm alone. With the gradual increase in the number of iterations, the achievable sum-rate has a significant increase. When the number of iterations reaches 16, the available sum-rate tends to be stable, so the number of iterations does not have to be too large, and 16 is sufficient. When I = 16, according to the trend, the improvement in performance becomes insignificant as the number of candidates reaches 200 or more, so it is sufficient to take two hundred candidates. We can find that S elite /S = 0.2 is the best choice, when the number of iterations I is 16. These observation verifies the rationality of the parameters for the proposed hybrid precoding scheme in Fig. 6 . Fig. 9 shows the comparison of energy efficiency when the number of users K (K = N RF ) is changing. In addition, we set the parameters as follows SNR = 10dB, N = 128, S elite /S = 0.2. Energy efficiency is represented by the ratio of the achievable sum-rate and the energy consumption [33] , [34] . Energy consumption should be expressed by (5) and (6) for two-stage hybrid precoding with PS-based architecture and AS-based hybrid precoding with SW-based architecture respectively, while improved ACE-based hybrid precoding with relative weight and ACE-based hybrid precoding have the same Energy consumption defined as (7), as sharing the same SI-based architecture. In addition, the energy consumption for fully digital ZF precoding is defined as (8) .
We can conclude that our proposed precoding scheme is much superior to the conventional fully digital ZF precoding and two-stage hybrid precoding, in the aspect of energy efficiency, and when the number of users K reaches 4, the energy efficiency reaches maximum. When K is bigger than or equals to 4, our proposed precoding scheme is more energy efficient than ACE-based precoding scheme at the cost of slight computational complexity.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we proposed an improved ACE-based hybrid precoding algorithm with relative weighted using SI-based hybrid precoding structure. Simulation results prove that our proposed algorithm can not only obtain higher achievable sum rate but also be more energy efficient compared to conventional one. Recently, deep learning based methods for physical-layer wireless communications have been developed in [35] - [40] . In future work, we plan to develop deep learning based precoding algorithms in mmWave massive MIMO systems.
